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Slate named as Bible dean

Dr. Philip Slate (center), new dean of the College of Bible and Religion,
discusses the appointment with visiting missionary Ken Sinclair and President David Burks.
(Photo courtesy of Public Relations Office)

Dr. Philip Slate of Memphis has been
selected to become the first dean of the College of Bible and Religion at Harding.
The announcement of the appointment
was made Monday by President David B.
Burks. The appointme~t is effective June 1.
Since June, 1986, Slate has served as dean
of the Harding Graduate School of Religion
in Memphis. He joined the faculty in 1972
a11d is a professor of homiletics and
missiology.
"I'm awed by the challenges before me,
but 1' m accepting the challenges because of
the tremendous potential for service that 1
see in Harding's Bible program," $aid Slate.
"I have always been impressed withHal:ding's emphasis on preaching and missions "
said Burks. "I believe he brings to this position exactly the kind of experience we need
in this most important position of leadership
on the.Harding campus."
A 1951 graduate of David Lipscomb College, Slate holds the M.A. from Harding
Graduate School of Religion and the doctor
of missiology from Fuller Theological
Seniinar. He bas done special studies at London Bible College and Oxford University in
England.
In addition to 10 years of evangelistic work
in England, he has served ·as minister for

Rubel Shelly to lead College Church meeting
by Phillip Tucker
Bison assistant editor

Rubel Shelly, well-known author of more
than 20 books and minister of the Ashwood
Church of Christ in Nashville, Tenn., will
conduct the spring gos~l meeting of the
College Church of Christ Feb. 14-l'l.
Shelly, born and raised in Hardeman
County, Tenn., attended Freed-Hardeman
College, received his B.A. from Harding, an
M.A. andMTh. from the Harding Graduate
School of Religion and an M.A. and Ph.D.
from Vanderbilt U niyersity. Aside from his
pulpit service at the Ashwood congregation
_be serves·as director of publicationslo~ 20th
Century Christian magazine, is a clinical
ethicist at Vanderbilt University Medical
Center as well as an adjunct member of the
faculty of the School of Medicine, and is
always in nigh demand for speaking
engagemen~

He has become one of the most .respected
ministers in the brotherhood to&y, said
Mike <;ope, minister of tbe College Church
of Christ. He predicts this meeting will be
the most attend.e d of any one held in recent
years.
1
' My observation," Cope said, ..is that
Rubel communicates well in the 1980's. He's
well-rea.d, formulates his thoughts well and
can talk to the person with_ a fourth grade
education or the Vanderbilt Pb.D., wb.i.ch is
a pretcy bi~ accomplishment."

Among shelly's many publications are A
Book-By-Book Study of the Old Testament/New Testament, I Just Want to Be a
Christian, Young People and Their Lord
(which has sold more than 100,000 copies and
bas just been released in a second a'ddition)
and his latest book, In Step Wit.b the Spirit.
"He's a mass producer," Cope said of
Shelly. "I don'tsee bow he puts out as much
as he does that is sharp and thoughtful.
RubeJ writes voluminously. Of the material
rve seenlor teenagers, Rubel's book, Young
People a~ Their Lord, is by far the be$t.
A lot of teenage books tend to insult teens,
making tbem feel like 1o-year-olds, and fail
to come to grip~; with the real issues. Many
of these books set up straw man issues that
no one really bas to deal with. Rubel's book
helps them learn to think, and then struggle with the kind 9f behavior that grows out
of pro~ thinking.
''HiS book, I Just Want to Be a Christian,
is a book that I would make required reading
if we did have required reading in the
church."
The Ashwood congregation is one of the
fastest-growing of the more than 100
<..:nurehes of Christ in Nashville, with Sunday morning attendance usually topping
1,~1.200. Located in the heart of the ciLy,
Asbwood'sfocal point is community service.
"One thing I like is the direction of the
Ashwood church,'' Cope continued.. ''It
ministers to the David Lipscomb students

(more Lipscomb students go to Ashwood
than any other church in Nashville), assists
the homeless and hosts neighborhood cleanup days to assist people who can't afford
help. In ad~tion they maintain a large
evangelistic outreach,_ I like that balanced
approach."
Shelly and Cope have known each other
especially well in the last four years, since
Cope became minister of the College church.
Wrth Cope working as editor of 2.0th Century
Christian and Shelly directing adult publications, the two communicate frequently and
attend lectureships wgether.
Cope feels that Shelly will be much appreciated by Harding students. This is not
necessarily because he has had a lot of experience speaking to college studenbi, but
because "his appeal is broad, and he
especially commllllicat.es well to people who
are eager to think. whether they're 18 or 80."
In a phone interv.iew, Shelly,·who had just
returned froman eight-day trip to Canada,
said be was 'excited about the meeting, and
was genuinely looking forward to it." He said
that David Slatet; a former Barding student
and now Ashwooa member who has found
much musical success in Nashville, will be
coming with him to lead singing.
The regJJlarservice time schedule will be
followed Sunday. Meeting times on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday-nights will be 5:30
and 7:30.

churches in Nashville and Memphis; Tenn.,
Wichita, Kansas and both london, and Oxford, England.
" I am delighted thatPbil has ac.c epted the
challenge to integrate the undergraduate
and graduate Bible programs at Harding.
These programs are Lhe fundamental
reasons for Harding's existence," said
Burks.
"I strongly support the Graduate School
of Religion in Memphis and its unique role
to the brotherhood of the Churches of Christ.
Dr. Slate will continue to be the dean and
play a major role in the work being done by
faculty and students on our Memphis campus."
Slate will spend a minimum of one day per
week in Memphis teaching and assisting in
the administration of the campus program.
Slate will supervise all aspects of Harding's Bible program including the annual
Bible lectureship, the 13-in-1 summer
workshops and the Mission/Prepare
program.

Ethics seminar
to be Tuesday
by Janna Wharton
Bison staff writer

Dr. Kenneth Blanchard, co-author with Dr.
Norman Vincent Peale of The Power of
Ethical Management, will be the speaker at
this year's management seminar on Feb. 16.
"The book is bot off the press," said Dr.
Robert .Reely, _professor of management.
Although Blanchard held his first seminar
on the book in southern California last
month, his lecture here will be like a "world
premiere" lecture on the book, since the
book was not released until last week, said
Reely.
Blanchard will discuss the "Five P's" of
ethica] behavior by'dividing his lecture into four sections, with two sessions each in
the morning and afternoon. The breakdown.
of the schedule is as follows: !
10:00-11:00 Ethichl Purpose ~Persistence
11:15-12:00 .................. i .Patie~ce
J : 00-2 ~20 . ....... ..... . .... f .... Pr!de
2: 40-4:00 ...... .. ......... Perspective

There will be a question and answer period
after each topic.
"At a time when our country is doing some
soul-searching, The Power of Ethical
Management provides a much-needed
message that acting ethically is the vital
responsihilicy of any leader," said Sen. John
'lbwer; chairman of The 'lbwer Commlssion
Board, in the book.
' America will survive as a free republic
only if its leaders and the majol'icy of its people believe in and practice basic ethical
values. Anyone who wants to be a part of
that ethical majority should rea'd and prac(SH SEMINAR.
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Opinion
Ethical decisions not
limited to business
The ethics seminar that will be held on campus next
Tuesday serves as a reminder of how this subjec! affects
all of our Jives.
Although the School of Business is sponsoring the
seminar in conjunction with the American Studies program, this is a seminar that will be beneficial to students
of all majors. Christians are frequently expected to provide strong examples of ethical behavior.
Harding offers several courses in ethics, such as those
in the College of Bible and Religion and the School of
Business. However, this topic is relevant to students preparing for any career. Ethics affects people not only in
business and ministry, but teachers, doctors, nurses, social
workers, journalists, housewives, lawyers - the list is
endless. For example, a medical journal recently published
an anonymous doctor's account of a mercy killing of a
woman dying of cancer, a decision which must be judged
on a legal as well as ethical basis. Most people have faced
the decision of whether or not to lie iii order to protect
someone or spare their feelings.
Students are not immune from ethical choices, either.
Cheating on an exam in order to improve a grade a few
points is a frequent temptation of college tudents.
Although thi seminar will focu primarily on business
ethics, it will provide insight on ethics in generaL It will
also provoke some thought on the Christian ethic, and how
one can establish a code of ethics for one's life.
This seminar will be attended by representatives of many
companies in Arkansas who are required to pay a fee to
participate.
All students are able to attend the program free of
charge, and should take advantage of this opportunity to
learn about a subject that will affect them throughout their
lives.

Pardon our error
In an article about the Harding swings in the Jan.
29 Bison, John Dykes was incorrectly identified as
John Dikes. We apologize for this error.
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Soorts Editor: Toby Taylor
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do not necessarily reflect the official policy. of the Harding
University administration. Signed columns represent the persondl
views of the authors.
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!Bachelors are reformed dads in film
THREE MEN AND A BABY
Rated: PG
*** Starring: Tom Selleck ***
Ted Danson
Steve Guttenberg
The theme is an old one: the joy of finding someone
whose life means more than one's own. But "Three Men
and a Baby" provides a delightfully unorthodox twist to
that theme.
Instead of a male-female romantic interest it is a fatherchild relationship. Tom Selleck, Ted Danson and Steve
Guttenberg play immoral partying bachelors who are sowing thei r wild oars. One of them, however, i presented
with the reaped harvest of hi oats in the form of a baby
girl ; hi baby girl left on the doorstep by it tres ed-out
mother.
The movie becomes hysterical as the wild lifestyle comes
to a screeching halt and the three roommates begin for
the first time to put the needs of someone el e above-their
own. Suddenly there are no all-night partie ; they might
wake the baby. No after-work drinks; they can't find a
babysitter. And there is no wine in the cooler because the
space is needed for milk bottles. But the most touching
scenes, however, come when the baby stops being
a nuisance and becomes someone the men truly love.

I

Reel Action ·
by Christine Kernodle
This movie has several things going for it. The men are
good looking, the acting is skillful and the baby is a
charmer. But it has special appeal to parents, particularly
new parents. They can mo t keenly identify with the feeling tllat having a child was a rash idea and now they are
not sure What to d with it. Anyone who has ever babysat will also know the feeling. Thumbs up for "Three Men
and a Baby!"

Our Policy
Letters to the editor are welcome. They should
be typewritten and should not exceed 200 word .
Letters must be signed to be printed , although names
may be withheld on request. The editors reserve the
right mt to print letters which may be libelous or
offensive. Letters should be addressed to Box 1192
or delivered to the Bison office. The deadline for
publishing in that week's paper is Monday at noon.

Cobb chicken not to be forgotten
I couldn't let the week pas without haring some tribute
some heritage, if you will, 10 Patti Cobb. Our friendly little cafeteria closed its doors for good last Sunday as a host
of family and friends bade farewell to a part of Harding,
that will somehow continue to Jive on.
Former students, as well as the currently enrolled,
'Faithful few" Cobbites spiritedly gathered to lick their
lips one last time in Cobb's farewell feast. However, I really
don't think Sunday lunch was the basis for the arrival of
the hungry masses, but rather nostalgia nourished our souls
by taking us back to our best memorie of Cobb days that
have been around since 1919. Cobbers fbr decades have found themselves occasionally
going back in heart and (lilte Sunday) soul 10 partake of
the cafe's sweet little delights.
It hasn't been that long for us either. Remember the early
days? When I came as a freshman it was basement dining
from day one! My gang of meal time buddies oon evolved and together we grew to appreciate the rarities of Cobb
which made it like no other. For example, chicken. Everyday... in every way. Sooner ·than I would like to admjt., I
felt a trend coming on in the poultry department. Sunday
i.e. the.re was always chicken fingers accompanied by icecream scooped potatoe and little green pea and pecan
pie. Monday, remember the garnished, or shellacked hens
as I alway preferred to call them? That was enough like
chicken to count. Tuesday baked chicken, Wednesday
fried chicken and so on and so forth, boiled broiled,
chopped, sliced, diced ...you get the picture.
The point i , chicken was IN and if it wasn t they sure
had us fooled. Of cour e, after the fir t week, there were
few urprises. You see Sunday the whole process sta.rtOO
ver again. Finger-licking good rook on a whole new
meaning. I mu t pause at this point to insert a little Cobb
ong my friends and 1 used to sing. For all of you who
grew up with the Brady Bunch their theme song was the
basis for the tune, ju:.t in case y u care to ing along. Here
goes:
There's a story, of a place in Searcy,
Where ten people gather everyday to eat.
They aU fill their plates with joy and anticipation,
Because chicken and green beans are such a treat,
In Patti Cobb, In Patti Cobb; ·

Reynolds Rap
by Karen Reynolds

That's the way they became the beanie wads.
Never mind the beanie wads- an inside joke. I'm not
sure ever I understood it anyway.
·
If all this makes perfect sense you're probably a Cobbite. However, lf there's till some doubt, answering yes
to the following questions will probably eliminate it.
1. Do you have an undying passion for chicken? (If not,
you can kip numbers 2-5 and go back to bed.)
2. Could you always tell it was Thursday, spaghetti or
bust-night, when you tepped out on the front lawn
for a breath of fresh air and instead got an overwhelming aroma of Parmesan a Ia Cobb?
3. Could you ever speak English for three days after
eating Cobb's version of Chinese food?
4 . Did you alway keep a spare upply of beans and
button in your room jus~ in ease you ever decided
to cash them in for ice cream?
5. Did you have yourself convinced that show business
was the life for you after your debut in Cobb's talent
night?
Sound familiar? I would comment on the Willie Nelson
Christmas music two years ago, but why?
Aside from all this, though we kept coming back for
more. Break:fusts occasionally left us playing guessing
game throughout the remainder of the day, but it all
evened out in the long run. Now the food is gone, the
chickens have stopped clucking on e again - no more
battered glass followed by a destined round of applau e.
No more sitting uncomfortably around a table full of
friends. But that' okay. The me morie are still there.
Just now 1 can bear the echo of our laughter ring through
the portal and the miles of all those friends who have
lived the adventure right along with me. Cobb.. .we appreciate you - we just can't help it. And to po terity we
each leave along our version of the tory, " Once upon a
time in Patti Cobb..."

..
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Commentary
Cutting the cord for the second tim~ 'is gonna hurt'
Boy, oh boy.. .it is gonna hurt.
I remember getting my diaper changed as a small child,
at my grandmother's house, because I was hanging upside down off the edge of the bed. I drooled up my face.
I remember falling out of a three-legged chair at an icecream parlor in Panama City, because I plunged head-long
into the cool refreshment. I sneezed out chocolate chips
all day long.
I don't remember my mother giving birth to me. I'm
glad. I've seen enough biology films to know it wouldn't
be your basic Robert Frost scenerio.
Perhaps I don't remember that experience because of
the trauma involved: strangers scanning my naked body

Inside Out
by Doug Buce
jovially joking with my mother who thinks she has just
given birth to a compact car, "I don't know, Jim, I count
14 toes," while gleefully striking my buns, and dropping
acid in my eyes. And then, of course, there is the umbilical
cord.
SNIP.
I'm a senior. In four months my umbilical cord will be,
as the Bible so poetically puts it, tom asunder for a se-

Commitment invaluable to friendships
Certain words are more painful than others. They can
hurt - sometimes a lot. I know of one word that is like
that in a very deceptive Wcrf· In theory and in Bible class
it is a wonderful and popular word. But in reality it is a
monster. It calls for you to do things that without it would
never do. It demands that you swallow your pride and
sacrifice. It's a word that is invaluable to our relationships,
friendships and everything we do in life . .Are you ready
for it? Here it is: commitment.
David and Jonathan had a very special relationship. They
were friends, the best of friends. In fact it went even deeper
than that. We are told that Jonathan and David were "one
in spirit" and that Jonathan loved David as himself.
Because of that love "Jonathan made a covenant with
David." (I Sam. 18:3) In his own words he said, ". . .
we have sworn friendship." (I Sam. 20:42)
That's the bottom line right there. The foundation of a
friendship is commitment. The difference between those
we hang out with and a friend is the level of commitment.
It's a swearing of friendship that says "I'm going to make
a covenant with you and I'll never let you down, no matter what it costs or how much it hurts."
That is significant because Jonathan's commitment was
put under a tremendous test. Jonathan was the son of King
Saul and, therefore, next in line to be king oflsrael. Hower,
David had been appointed by God to be king and both
Jonathan and Saul knew that. That means that if David
becomes king, Jonathan never will.
That could put quite a strain on a friendship, especially
since Jonathan's father, Saul, wanted to kill David. Listen
to Jonathan's response after David tells him that Saul wants
his life: "If I had the least inkling that my father was determined to harm you, wouldn't I tell you?" (I Sam. 20:9)
Think about that. As long as David is alive Jonathan

Following the Footprints
by Greg Stevenson
will never be king and then Jonathan says, "If my father
wanted to kill you, wouldn't I tell you?" David is probably
thinking "maybe, maybe not." David is not so sure that
he can trust Jonathan.
What happens is that David is forced to trust in the commitment that Jonathan had made. David's life is totally in
Jonathan's hands and all he can do is put his faith in their
friendship.
After Jonathan saves David's life, we have this statement:
"David ... bowed down before Jonathan three times, with
his face to the ground. Then they kissed each other and
wept together." Then it says ". • . but David wept the most."
Why was that? Why was it that "David wept the most"?
It was because David had placed his trust in Jonathan's
commitment and Jonathan didn't let him down. He was
there when David needed him. Now that does wonders
for a friendship.
.
How are your friendships and relationships holding up?
Is the commitment there? Often our relationships are just
fine when everything is beneficial to both involved, but
when all of a sudden that relationship is not beneficial to
one, what happens?
Let's get committed in our friendships and relationships.
Could you be like Jonathan and sacrifice a kingdom for
a friend? Could you be like John the Apostle who, despite
his own fears and pain, was found standing at the foot of
the cross? Let's be committed to sacrificing a few
kingdoms and standing at the foot of few crosses.
Jonathan was committed to his friendship, and he stuck
to it - and David wept the most.

cond time. I'm dropped into the real world and the folks
go for a cruise.
That's fair.
There are two things on my mind at this juncture of my
life: getting a job and marriage. The first is a must. The
second is ...well ...dare I say optional?
Seasoned professionals tell us two things before going
to an interview to land that first job. "Don't wear polyester
and don't release wind."
Simple enough ... or so it seems. But it is the questions
fll be bombarded wjth that scare me. I just know Mr. Interviewer will ask me the one dreaded question. You
know...THE QUESTION.
"Mr. Buce, you can have this job if you can tell me who
the leader in Mongolia was in 1842."
So that's why I took Western Civ.
rm doing one of the big no-no's. I'm in my first semester
here at Harding without an inkling of an idea as to whom
I wan~ to marry. rm not even "going with" anybody. Some
of my friends think I should revert to the thrilling days
of junior hlgh school to find a mate.
Will you go with me? Circle one.
A. Yes.
B. No.
C. Maybe
D. No, but I'd love to lead you on and allow you to
spend all sorts of money and time on me and fall
passionately in love with me before I, the devious
vixen of the underworld, step all over your fragile
soul creaming it into a stinky cesspool of waste
while telling you I JUST WANT TO BE
FRIENDS.
I had a crush on a girl in seventh grade. Her name was
Li&a. She had long, blonde hair, blue eyes, and a really
neat pair of floral-patterned beU-bottoms. We went together
for two weeks.
I still don't know her last name.
According to the unwritten rule of Harding, a man who
leaves school without a mate will be sucked into the
hedonistic world of secularism. He'll end up wearing
feathers in his hat, driving pink cars and saying cool things
like: "Hey babe,'' and " l can bench-press 350 Sugarplum."
It won't h~ppen to me. No way. Negatory, big fella.
I'll come back to my five-year reunion with a nice
girl.. .you'll see. Her name will be Bambi, and she'll be
from Malibu.
And she'll giggle a lot.
Yup ... four months. Boy, oh boy, it's gonna hurt.
SNIP.
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HUF students leave for Italy;
summer application deadline set
Forty-two students and two faculty
members left Feb. 2 for a semester of study
at Harding University in Florence (HUF) .
The group will divide their time between
study at the Harding-{)wned villa in Florence
and travel on the European continent.
According to DJ: Don Shackelford, HUF
director, the application deadline for the
summer session in Florence is March 1.
Students interested should obtain information from the HUF office in the Bible
building or by calling ext. 529.
Ron Doran, associate professor of biology,
and his wife Dr. Faye Doran, professor of
art, will conduct classes this semester in
Florence. Their daughters, Rebecca Marie
and Sarah Elizabeth, are also studying in
Florence.
Students at HUF this semester are Susan
Renee Adkins, Dewey Scott Barber, Rebecca Joy Boaz, Walter Lee Bounds, Gregory
Alan Brown, Anita Kay Chadwell, Craig

Alan Cheatham, Robert Craig Clifft, Andrew
Hinds Davis, Peter Odell Davis.
Alva Jonathan Dugger, Bonnie Lynn
Dunn, Lawrence Wilton Freund, Brian Edward Hendrix, William Mark Hodges,
James Matthew House, Emiko Ikeda, Craig
Dale Johnson, Hubert Earl Langston III,
Clay Phillip Lloyd.
Rafael Jaime Martinez, Robert Wayne
Mayes, Amy Beth McFadden, Gregory
Shawn Morgan, Sonja Diann Nelson, Karen
Leigh Norwood, James Oates Pike, Travis
Wayne Reed, Donald C. Robbins, David Alan
Ruble.

Robert Louis Schaffer n, Steven Matthew
Schwartz, Darlene Jofrances Sellers, Marie
Clarice Shelton Theresa Sue Sims, Misty
Renae Steele, Andrew Eugene Thacker,
James Britton Thomas, Mary Lenora Watson, Brenda Mae Wheaton, E. May Alexander and Anna Elizabeth Alexander.

England will head department
Dr. Don England, three-time winner of the
Distmguisbed Teacher Award al Efardi.ng,
has been appointed cha irman of the Department of Physical cience effective Aug. l5.
He succeeds Dr. W. D. Williams, chairman
ince 1963, who will eonlinue to leach in the
department.
Dr. Dea n P r iest, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, said, "Professor
England's knowledge and expertise are well
established. As chairman of Harding's
Health Science Advisory Committee for the
past 21 years, he has been largely respOnsible for Lhe high rate of acceptance of Har ding graduates into medical and dental school
throughout the United States. Barding is fortunate to have a man of this caliber to lead
the undergraduate program in the physical

Seminar ... (continued from page 1)

tice the principles put forth in The Power of
Ethical Management," said S. N.
McDonnell, chairman and chief executive
officer of McDonnell-Douglas Corp.
Ethics is a "hot topic" for the nation !lOW,
and Blanchard's book addresses the issues
of the modern-day problems head-{)n, said
Reely. "Whether business, public relations
or Bible majors - people look to us for a
higher degree of integrity," said Reely.

sciences.' '
England, who has been a member of the
Harding faculty since 1960, holds the Ph.D.
in medicinal chemistry from the University of Mississippi. A member of the Arka nsas Academy of Science, he is co-sponsor of
the Arkansas Collegiate Academy. H e is the
past chairman of the Central Arkansas section of the American Chemical Society and
he holds memberships in professional
societies.
Having won the Distinguished Teacher
Award the maximum number of times, he
has been designated as a Distinguished Professor - the only such faculty member with
this distinction.
The professor is also a woodcarver and
plays his personally hand-crafted dulcimer.
Blanchard is the co-author of the bestselling book One Minute Manager. Peale is
the author of The Power of Positive Thinking, which is a book that has been translated
into 40 languages.
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Campus Clips
Phi Alpha Theta inducts five
Five new members were inducted into Phi
Alpha Theta, the international history honor
society, in ceremonies held Jan. 24 at the
home of Dr. Tom Statom, professor of history
and social science.
Those inducted include Michael Curtis,
Becky Ramey, Beth Segraves, David
Stevens and Tim Smithey.
Membership in Phi Alpha Theta is open
to any s~udent with a grade point average
above 3.0 on at least 12 hours of history. The
society was founded at the University of
Arkansas and now has more lhan 500
chapters in the United States, Canada, Puerto Rico and the Philippines. It is the largest,
in number of chapters, of the accredited
honor societies holding membership in the
Association of College Honor Societies.

Hinton receives internship
Martha Jane Hinton, a Harding senior, has
received an appointment to a Child Life
Specialist Internship at Vanderbilt Medical
Center in Nashville, Tenn.
Beth Wilson, chairman of the "Harding
home economics department, said, ''Martha
is our [irst major to receive such an appointment. We are especially pleased tha t it is in
a prestigious, competitive institution."
A child development major, Hinton will
receive the Bachelor of Arts at the May
commencement.
Child life specialists work in health care
settings, focusing on the emotional and
developmental needs of children. Through
the use of play and other forms of communication, specialists seek to reduce the
stress of health care and enables children
and families to cope with these experiences
in a positive manner.
"Hospital and medical experiences can be
emotionally upsetting to children and their
families," Wilson said, "and the degree of
anxiety and its long-lasting effects is not
always consistent with the seriousness of the

child's illness or the length of hospital stay."
Child life programs deal in training of such
matters and the number of child life
specialists employed in outpatient facilities
is increasing.

Team wins speech awards
The Harding forensics team recently attended their second competition of the
semester at Arkansas Thch University in
Russellville.
Winners at the tournament included Scott
Stewart, who placed third in persuas ive
speaking and fourth in informative speaking. Andy Olree placed second in prose and
Wayne Houk. placed second in drama. Olree
and Houk. also won second place in duo
interpretation.
The team is planning to compete in the
Arkansas Speech Festival on Feb. 28. Also
on March 3-5, ey will compete in a tour·
nament in San tonio, Texas. This tournament will include teams from colleges and
universities throughout the midwestern and
southern regions of the U.S.

Bowl team prepares for meet
On Feb. 26, the College Bowl team will
travel to Baton Rouge, La. for a two-day
tournament.
The team will ~ ac~ompanied by Dr.
Dennis Organ, ch.ainnan of the English
department; Dr. Larry Long, professor of
English; and Dr. Fred Jewell, professor of
history.
This will be the lOth team to represent
Harding in such a competition. Organ said
the teams have always done an impressive job, ranking as low as 13th and as
high as third against 15 to 20 other teams,
with last year's team placing fifth. Organ
also noted that placement often relies on
"luck" because it depends on what type of
opponent a team draws in the first round of
a double-elimination tournament.

Although all eight members of the team
may attend the tournament, only five may
qualify as varsity members (four regulars
and one alternate). Team members are
practicing each Tuesday evening, competing against one another for spots on the
team.
This year's team consists of Nancy
Adams, David Adcox, Kyie Colvett, Jeff
Jewell, Kendall Sharp, Dan Shill, Danny
Thompson and Bryan Westbr ook. Sharp
replaced Scott Ballinger who along with Adcox, Shill and Thompson, won the intramural tournament in December. SHill
was on the varsity team two years ago, while
Jewell was also on last year's team.

One-acts to be presented
A Henrik Ibsen drama in three acts, four
one-act student productions, and presentations by two touring troupes make up the
theatre offering at Harding for the spring
semester.
The season opened yesterday with a communication department production of
"Ghosts" by Ibsen. Performances are at 9
p.m. tonight and tomorrow in Administration Auditorium.
Billed as "Evenings of One-acts'' the student orod.uctions include "The Monkey's
Paw,'rFeb. 11H9; "Dogs of War," Feb. 18-19;
'If Girls Asked Boys Out," Feb. 25-26; and
"Battle of the Budget, ' Apr. 11-12. All per·
fOI"ll1ances will be at 7:30p.m. in the Little
Theatre of the Administration Building.
The Moving Line Troupe of Memphis State
University will perform April15 at 6:30p.m.
in the Little Theatre.
• Importance of Being Ear nest" will be
performed jJy the National Shakespeare
Company at 7:30p.m. on Apr. 21 in Benson
Auditorium.
Dr. Morris R. Ellis, associate professor of
speech, is director of the program.

High school show on exhibit
The art works of students in nine White
County schools are featured at Stevens Art
Gallery until Feb. 19. The show will be open
for viewing from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Providing the works are students in
Searey Junior High, Bradford, Bald Knob
Harding -Academy, · Judsonia, Pangburn
Rose Bud, ean:y High and White County
Central schools.
The exhibit is sponsored by the Kappa Pi
art fraternity at Harding and The Daily
Citizen, and is open to students currently
enrolled in grades 8-12 of the county's
schools.

Enrollment reaches 2,702
Spring enrollment at Harding reached
2,702 by registration deadline, an increase
of 55 students over the number registering
for classes in the spring semester a year
ago.
Last fall's number was 2,823, representing
a two percent increase from the previous
year and an overall increase for the first
time since 1980.
The increase was attributed to an intense
effort on the part of the administration
toward student retention.

AMAto celebrate event
Harding's chapter of the American
Marketing Association, in conjunction with
the national associaUon, will be celebrallng
their fifty-first anniversary Feb. 14-20.
As a part of the celebration Harding's
chapter of A'M.A decorated the library's
s howcase for this month. Kiwanis Harvey,
the chapter 's president, said, ' We have arranged a mixer to make other students more
aware of AMA and the benefits of our club."
The mixer is Tuesday at 7:()0 p.m .
This year's theme is "Celebrate
Marketing: It Makes a Good Life Better,"
which is intended to show how marketing
touches the lives of everyone.

lee's Candy
Your Formal Wear
Headquarters

"The Sweetest Place in ·Town!"
301 N. Spruce - Downtown

268-0420

114 N. Spring ,
Downtown Searcy

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Valentine Candy Boxes Are-In! We have
Sweety Bear and Sleepy Bear Cookies,
Stuffed Animals in Mugs, Valentine Suckers

268-8631

FRIDAY & SATURDAY. 30% OFF
Most Stuffed Animals, All Music Boxes & Brass
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Prevention for influenza requires yearly vaccine
One flu east; one flu west. One flu over the
cuckoo's nest.
No matter where one happens to be, the
symptoms of influenza can be a real
headache.
More than just a bad cold, influenza
charactertistically begins with a sudden
onset of fever which lasts three to four days.
A complaint of headachejs frequent and is
exaggerated by rapid sideward or upward
movement of the eyes. While a stuffy nose
and sore throat may occasionally J:>e presenl, body aches and persistent cough are
predictable. The fatigue and weakness
associated with influenza may remain up to

House Call
by Dr. Mike Justus
three weeks after the initial onset of
symptoms.
For debilitated individuals influenza carries an increased risk for life-threatening
respiratory complications. As a result 20,000
persons in the United States alone die each
year from influenza.
When compared to the flu, symptoms of
the common cold are much less severe. If
fever is present, it usually remains low

inion Poll

grade. A runny nose, sneezing and a sore
throat are frequently present with a cold,
and coughing is described as 'hacking''
nther than " productive." Complications
from the common cold are usually limited
to mild sinusitis or ear infections (otitis
media).
Prevention of the common cold depends
heavily on reducing exposure to the cold
viruses. Avoiding contact with oro-nasal
secretations can minimize the risk for
illness.
Effective influenza prevention, however,
involves an annual injection of influenza
vaccine. The vaccination should be given

each fall before Thanksgiving, although vaccine can be administered during the winter
months as well. Antibody production requires a two week period after the injection
to reach protective levels.
Treatment for ,the common cold remains
symptometic. ·In contrast, influenza frequently responds to the drug amantadine
HCl (Symmetrel). Th be effective amantadine should be initiated within 48 hours of
onset oi fh! symptoms. An appropriate
response to the drug lessens the severity of
symptoms and prompts faster recovery.

ROSES

MUGS

What do you think of the Olen Hendrix cafeteria?

VALENTINE
AIR
WALKER
BALLOONS
Karen Ruhland,
freshman.

"I like the small,

friendly atmosphere.
Sometimes you have to
wait for a seat, but never as long as at Heritage. I've heard people
complain about the
lack of selection, but
that doesn't bother me.
I wouldn't complain if
my mother didn't offer
three entrees."

FLIPriN - KIIHNL

EYE CARE CENTER, P.C.

Phillip Lester,
sophomore.

"It has its advan-

tages. For example,
there is a smaller
crowd. But, since-olen
Hendrix is much smaller, on occasion, you
have to wait in line.
This reminds me of the
long lines at Heritage.
Sometimes Heritage
is better because
they have a bigger
selection."

BAINES
CHIROPRACTIC
CLINIC
Dr. John W. Baines
Chiropractor

Penny Robinson,
senior.

(Photos by Chris Harlan)

Searcy Florist
1507 W. Pleasure
268-0240

STUFFED
ANIMALS

FLOWERS

VALENTINE BOXER
SHORTS
$10-$14

HOWARD F. FLIPPIN, 0.0.
GENERAL OPTOMETRY

All Fall & Winter Sportswear

MICHAEL KIIHNL, 0.0.
GENERAL AND PEDIATRIC OPTOMETRY

1407 EAST RACE AVE .
SEARCY, AR 72143
501/268-3577

Kissyface
&
Bowtie-Beau

"I didn't like the
food the first day, but
the food was alright on
Thursday night. I also
like the atmosphere
better than Heritage.
Heritage gets too
crowded.''

Specializing In Spine
And Nerve Rehabilitation
Hours By Appointment

1f2

PRICE

Includes Shirts, Sweaters, Sweatshirts

268-4101
303 E. Center - Searcy

Fall & Winter Suits, Sportcoats and Dress Slacks

40 to 50% OFF ,
One Group Sweatshirts-

1f2

of

1f2

OFF

Student Packages Include:
*7 ni~hts lodging in luxurious condominiums with full kitchens,
living room . color TV, private balcony
featuring heated pools & jacuzzi, plus more.
•Welcome and Farewell parties with music and activities
*Free windsurfing or sailing or bay cruise
*Volleyball tournament with pnzes
•Sand castle builel1ng contest w1th prizes

For 1mmed1ate resen~at1ons call with
4 6. 8. or 10 people ready to deposit

$159 ::~son

~

1·800-HI-PADRE
or call
your travel agent

Town & Country Plaza

268-2858
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ffiapp~ CVa~entine's COa~l
qjou '~te a lie/!~ specia~ pei!Solll

by John Gilreath

$£ove.
COall ill
Janice a11d g~~lli!l,
~Will

~oult

? Quess CUJ!to ?

Cross stitch supplies .
Stencil supplies
Custom pillow making
Custom framing
308 West Race
268-1175
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The search for love often.endeth abruptly

Co11nie.

ffiapp~ CVa~e11ti11e 's
~~eatest ~ltiMdl

Ar~. 72143

Bison staff writer

It is a joyous time at the settlement, for
it is near the season during which the young
lovers cavort. For it has been decreed that
a great celebration of love shall occur on the
twelfth day after the Day of the Small Burrowing Mammal, and the townspeople shall
send precious tokens to their beloved. Some
will send tokens in the hope of winning the
hand of their beloved. Some haven't a
prayer: nay, they will not receive the time
of day. 'Tis truly a special time.
They wait anxiously in their chambers, in
the fervent hope that the messenger will
bring tltat which they desire. For lo, it is the
Day of the Delivery at Foliage, and they wax
curious as to their social desirability.

'V<:a1te11.
qjou'lte the best ~ltielld 9 elielt had{
ffiapp~ CVa~elltille's COo~(

Searcy

I~------- - ---- -- - - - - -- -- ----------------,
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A HARDING TRADITION
I
I
I
I
YOUR FAVORITE SHAKE
I

Behold! the spry young maiden has obtained
the blessed scrap of parchment needed to
possess the foliage. See her eyes glow as she
gathers the crimson flower. See her read the
name of its sender. See her writhe in much
anguish, for she wishes to know him not.
He, alas, is eager to see her. Lo,ng has he
gathered the courage for this day. Yea, he
has spent many shillings on foliage. but her
heart is stone, and the flower does wither
and die while crushed among the scrolls of
Physical Science.
'Tis now evening: The scholars gather
unto the theatre. See the group of plebians
in the entry. Lo, their tunics are all alike.
Yea, they are loud unto obnoxiousness. Their
sentence is plain to discern alas, no young
maiden or squire would accompany them to
the theatre. They did lack Courage. They did
lack Knowledge. They did lack Personal
Hygiene. And it was decreed that they be
banished to the Mass Date, whereupon they
are made to take sick by the embraces of
squires and maidens that surround them.
The candles dim, and the great presentation has begun. He longs to show his affection for the lass at his side. But she doth reject his advances. She doth rhapsodize at
great length about yon hunk on the theatre

screen. He does not share this view. He
remembers yon hunk wearing a blue tunic
with a long red cloack and his emblem
emblazoned on the front of his tunic. He
thought yon hunk looked pretty silly. Behold!
a moment of tenderness and romance is now
unfolding. The players lean toward each
other. Their lips do touch. Lo! suddenly they
are eating a meal. The audience feels a
reverential awe, for they know they have
seen the awesome handiwork of the Great
Sage of Editing, who has wielded hiS scythe.
The time has now arrived for the great
Feast of Love and Celebration. Some squires
are poor, and they shall dine within the halls
of the great warrior Olen of Hendrix. Those
that did not blow all their shillings on foliage
shall mount their coaches and sojourn to
dine at the Settlement of the Small Stone.
After the feast, he sitteth alone with her. His
heart is laden with many things to say. "My
beloved," he says, "you are truly the world
to me. I will be your haven of rest, and adorn
you with jewels of many lands. Mightst I obtain the blessing of a kiss from your lips of
golden nectar?'' He leans toward her to partake of the blessing.
And lo, his jaw did ache for weeks, for her
backhand was tremendous.

FROZEN DELIGHT
15C OFF

I
1
I

with this coupon - expires 2-19-88

2200 E. Race St.

268-4732

1516£. Race
,,. blocb from Harding)

()ltdelt CC1~oWeltS
sweetltealtt
a11y day o6 the yeo1tl
~It yOUJt

L------------- ----- ---- ------------------

AUDITIONS
Entertainers wanted for Magic
Springs and other American
amusement parks.

SINGERS, DANCERS,
MUSICIANS
AND VARIETY ACTS
Please come prepared
Saturday, February 20, 1988

Todd Glover
Photographic Studio

Magic Springs
Amusement Park

12:00 Noon until 5:00 p.m.
Hot Springs, Arkansas, in the
Magicadabra Theater

1700 E. Park #4
Searcy, AR 72413
(501} 268-4341

Sharp Quality Pictures
To .fulfill all your
Photographic Needs
PORTRAITS • WEDDINGS • SOCIAL EVENTS
RESUMES • PERSONAL

KAPPA ALPHA
Old South Lawn Party

April 12, 1986

Party Pictures with your
Club Name & Event
Printed as shown.
Taken Free of Charge!
Choose from over 150
pictur~·s, . pay~ only for
what you order.

...

"~.

,.

Feb. 14, Valentlne's,4-y

Please

;;.;.

Reserve Flowen ) ·
Early
:~
f.'

Corner Gift ShoJi
268-4741
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Miller's family is a strength to her singing career
by Phillip Tucker
Bi son

as~istant

editor

Shelli Miller began singing before she
could talk, says her mother, and "at the top
of her lungs" at that.
She's never stopped.
Shelli, a junior music major from
Springfield, Mo., has been chosen as a
Spring Sing '88 hostess, another honor to
tack on to her list of musical accomplishments that began at the age of four.
That early performance by Shelli was her
first, earning her a first place blue ribbon
for her rendition of the Carpenters' "On top
of the World."
"I was so proud of that thing! " Shelli
remembered.
As Shelli fondly reflected on her close-knit
family's love for music, she recalled that her
music abilities were never inhibited growing up.
"We're the kind of family that goes on
vacations, singing all the way," she said.
"My family is incredible! They are so supportive. There are times when I think, 'No
more! I'm never singing again in my life!
I can't sing! 'But not them. Every time I go
nome, aaa gets m hts easy chair: 'Sing me
a few songs, honey; I've missed you,' he
says. They make me feel good about
myself."
Shelli's high school years were consumed
by musical activities, especially the marching band, in which she played the flute. Her
marching band received national recognition by being asked to perform in the 1982
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade in New
York City. As a matter of fact, she "always
did better in state contests with her fluteplaying than with her voice." Though she
regrets not having enough time here to play,
she justifies it by saying, "I like singing better anyway!"
Three high school plays in which Shelli
played a part were "Music Man," "South
Pacific" and "L'il Abner." She auditioned by
tape for the Missouri State Honors Choir, a
group of select high school performers who
spend a week and a half attending college
music classes, and made it. She was a part
of the Missouri State Choir as well, which
is reached only after winning district competition.
Upon arriving at Harding, and after surviving mononucleosis the first semester,
Shelli jumped full-force into activity. She
became a member of Ju Go Ju social club,
the Harding Chorale, and was chosen to be
a member of Harding's traveling musical ,

group, the Belles and Beaux, one of her big
dreams.
Shelli found what she had been looking for in ways to use her talent at Harding.
"A lot of people come to Harding after a
full high school life and feel out of place
because it doesn't matter anymore," she
said. "I got here, and it was a step up. High
school was fun, but Harding has been much
more fulfilling for me than high school,
especially music-wise.''
Last year, -Shelli realized her other big
dream at Harding: to be chosen as a Spring
Sing hostess. That event was the highlight
of the year for her, and now this year she will
get the chance to prove her talent once again
in the same role.
"Being Spring Sing hostess last year
made my entire year!" Shelli said. "It was
a lot of fun, and very exciting. I never
thought I would have the chance to do it
again, but I was very lucky, and here I am.''
Concerning her love for performing, Shelli
said, "Many people don't understand. They
say, 'Don't you get nervous?' or 'Don't you
get scared?', but as in Spring Sing last year,
I wasn't nervous at all. When I'm up there,
I'm having the best time, and feel that I'm
hopefully making someone smile or feel
good.
"I worry about whether I'll still be able
to perform after leaving Harding," she continued. "I think I'll miss it. There's
something great about performing; I guess
I'm a ham!"
Perhaps with one year of hostess experience behind her, Shelli will find the
stress easier to handle this year, but she admits having a problem handling it at times.
With Chorale, Belles and Beaux, Spring Sing
and school work on her shoulders, it is
no wonder. She is to be inducted into Alpha
Chi honor society this semester as well.
"I feel like I have to make the Ns, and that
I have to set goals and reach them; so what
if my health goes," Shelli said. "I usually
call Mom and Dad about twice a semester
when I start feeling that I can't do it
anymore, and they always calm me down.''

Shelli Miller, serving as a Spring Sing hostess for the second consecutive
year, discussed a production number during a recent rehearsal.
(Photo by Andy Marsh)

like to maybe go to Nashville. I'd like to be
involved in some kind of music there. I still
have a dream to be this big ... something,

but that's just a dream, something that probably won't transpire. I won't set my hopes
on that."

To top off her college career, Shelli is
engaged to be married on July 29 to her high
school sweetheart, junior Mark Meador, son
of well-known minister Prentice Meador.
That will mark the end of six years of dating
for the couple.
As to the future she said, "If the tr1,1th be
known, I would like to eventually be a
housewife. I want to be a mom! We would

~,
Best of Luck
as many of
you
prepare for

11

~
~
Spring Sing '88
AFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE'' ~
• Jacuzzi
• Sauna

• Exercise Room

I

~

• Jacuzzi Suites
• Cable TV
• Gift Shop

3204 E. Race St., Searcy
(son 268-0654
Please call for reservations

•'t:==:N·~·c::::M-=====~=====-~=====·~~~=====ciK:::~uuc::::M41t•c::::M•

j

33 ct. brilliant solitaire $525.00

Many quality stones are now available
for less than what you would pay
at discount stores. Drop by, we are
always happy to see you!

~®

,;;a'SGid V
Downtown. Searcy

106 N. Spring

268-4684
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Sports
Bisons routed by Ozarks despite 'spirit night' fest
by Greg Taylor
Bison staff writer

What man put a damper on Steve
Belisch's Bison basketball spirit night?
Surely not 14long-limbed club basketball
heroes who wore their dunking duds for the
S.A. halftime gala extravaganza Monday
night. The three-pointer signs were dandy
also. Thanks to Corey Camper's sole threepointer in the game, Bison fans flashed their
cards once.
What slighted Steve's spirit night? No, not
the Reid Hayward Municipal Pep Band's
456th playing of "Rockin' in the U.S.A." It
wasn't the ~heerleaders' fault either. No, instead the disappointment came from the
very thing that Bison rooters threw their
spirit into. The game. The 85-57 loss against
the University of the Ozarks cut more slack
on the Bison's AIC running. They are 3-8 in
the conference and 8-12 overall. (Uist night's
game was played after press time.)

Coach Jess Bucy's bOys went into Monday's game after trouncing Hendrix College
a few nights before, !Yl-67, in Conway.
Everyone th~ught Harding was on the upswing as the Black and Gold prepared for Monday's game against University of the
Ozarks. Spirit night, bean bag giveaways,
Thco Bell drawings, and HU three-pointer
signs - all things were ready, but the fat kid
hopped off the seesaw and Harding's team
hit the playground hard.
The Bisons were 80 percent cereal byproducts in shooting percentage the first
half. They hit 6 for '1:1 from the field. Nothing
would fall for the team as it fell to a halftime
disadvantage 42-14.
Seven straight points in the first two
minutes of the second half proved that the
Bisons meant business. They shaved the
Eagles plutorious advantage to 21 points,
42-21, with help from leading scorer Rolando Garcia who had 17 points on the night. He

still leads the team in scoring with 14.8
points per game. His contribution and
Camper's 12 points in the game were not
enough to overtake Ozarks, however; they
followed Harding's seven-point run with
some antics of their own. Greg Scott tossed
in four points to crank the Eagles back up,
and J. Pratt Jr. added several points along
with a cringe-making slam-dunk. The teams
only traded buckets from there to the end
as the Bisons matched the Eagles second
half scoring with 43. The 28-point halftime
margin remained the final spread in the
spirit night festival.
Other Harding standouts included Chad
Bradley who lighted off the bench and threw
in five buckets for ten points along with three
rebounds. Garcia yanked down nine boards
and still leads the Bisons with 7.7 a game.
But amidst all the rebounds, the points,
the nine team assists and two blocked shots
was a volatile contributor on the Bison's

squad who had all zeros on the statistic
sheet. Reid Hayward walked onto the court
in an unprecedented first half appearance
to spark the stewing crowd of 1,200. They
didn't care that his shirt tail was out; they
didn't care that he never scored. Instead,
they cared that their favorite player got
some PT (playing time). His presence on the
court did what Bucy intended for it to do for
the minute and a half that he played- it got
the crowd back in the game. Besides, it was
spirit night.
Tim Smallwood's team leading 23 points,
Garcia's and Carl Collin's combined 18 rebounds were not enough to beat Arkansas
College in a 73-69 AIC first round loss last
month in Batesville.
Arkansas College will meet up with infamous Harding crowd Saturday night,
however, as the Bisons try to salvage their
deficit in the AIC. Tipoff at the Ganus
Athletic Center is at 7:30.

ATTENTION
SCIENCE AND MATH MAJORS
Baptist Medical System in Little Rock offers you educational
opportunities in the following programs
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

NUCLEAR MEDICINE
TECHNOLOGY
Nuclear Medicine Technology is the use of
radiopharmaceuticals for diagnosis and therapy.
Nuclear medicine procedures use radioactive
materials to perform pody function studies and
organ imaging, analyze biologic specimens and treat
disease.

CURRICULUM PREREQUISITES
BA or BS degree
BSRN
Radiography (RT)
Medical Technologist
Nuclear medicine is a vigorous, dynamic field that
has grown phenomenally over the past few years
and is expected to even surpass that growth in the
future. The 12 month program begins July 1988.

A Medical Technologist is a laboratory scientist-a
health care specialist with a BS degree in Medical
Technology. The med tech performs lab tests on
body fluids and b!ood to determine the presence or
absence of disease, to monitor response to treatment
and to aid in health maintenance.

CURRICULUM PREREQUISITES
90 semester hours to include: College Algebra;
Chemistry (General, Organic, Quantitative
Analysis); Biology; and Microbiology.
The medical technologist is trained in the five
major lab areas: blood banking, chemistry,
hematology, immunology and microbiology. The
medical technologist is the link between the
physician and the patient, operating in a dynamic
world of sophisticated machinery and intuitive
thinking. The 12 month program begi~s in July 1988.

For more information, complete the coupon and mail to:

--------------------------------------------------------------1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Admissions
Baptist Medical System Schools
12th & Marshall
Little Rock, AR 72202
501-370-7415

NAME------------------~----------------------

ADDRESS~~---------------==---------------~;---------------~
51REET
CITY
STAT£
ZIP

•

II
I
I
I
I
I

I
L------------------------------------------------------------J
PROGRAM

NUCLEAR MEDICINE

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
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Olympics show sports' true spirit
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. Central time the
world will stand still for just a moment. For
just a moment the nations of the world will
come together in one place not to argue
about territorial waters or accuse each other
or fight wars. They will come together in
peace. It's peaceful because of sports and
athletes. We have sports in common- a love
of honest achievement, of watching the best
athletes in the world, of seeing men and
women reaching their highest potential.
The Olympics with its almost eternal
prestige must have been born from lofty
heights. Right? Wrong. I thought so too until I hit Beaumont Memorial to get the rest
of the story. I read a few books on the subject, and there was some variation but the
jest of it was like this:
Awhile ago, 800 B.C., or so, a king reigned
named Enomaus. This king had a beautiful
daughter who had many, many young
suitors, but the king didn't care. 1b each
suitor he said, "Take Hippodamia, my
daughter," and bid them elope. But they
didn't get far until the king caught the
suitors and cut their throats. This was a
game the king liked to play, for 13 times in
all, he acted this way. Then came Pelops, a
young warrior, valiant and not so true, for
he d~feated the king by bribing the royal
charioteer, (whew, I was afraid that would
rhyme). The bad charioteer weakened the
axle causing a crash that sent the royal
~nt to his death and left Pelops charioting
mto the sunset with Hippodamia. 1b
celebrate the victory, Pelops instituted the
games at Mount Olympia.
Well, that was history, or legend anyway.
Opening ceremonies in Calgary march
across the television Saturday as ABC (who
dished out $309 million for the television
rights) airs at 1:30 p.m. Ice hockey begins
tomorrow and at prime time, 7 p.m. cr,
Norway takes on the USSR and the USA
plays Austria. Sunday has, along with more
hockey, ski jumping, downhill, luge, cross
country skiing, speed skating and pairs
figure skating. Each night from Feb. 13-27
ABC will have an Olympic update at 10:30
p.m.

Does doing your
laundry end up taking
you to the
cleaners?

If your dry cleaners isn't

Harding Laundry & Cleaners,
no matter who they are,
they're cleaning up. Instead of you.

HARDING LAUNDRY
& CLEANERS
268-3979

From the Cheap Seats
by Toby Taylor
Winter sports are not too common in these
parts so you may not be familiar with some
of the people to look for in the Olympics. For
~he . U.S., Deb~ Tho~ as is looking like gold
m f1gure skatmg as 1s Brian Boitano who is
adding poetry to his figure skating motion.
The Swiss have a monopoly on skiers
which could be broken by one man from a
mouse of a country. lAlxembourg's hero is
~ark. Girardelli who will try to put a dent
m Switzerland's team led by Pirmin Burbriggen. The Swiss women's team at the
world's championships last year won eight
out of 10 possible gold medals.
The Canadian team is picked to win gold
in hockey while the U.S. team is not expected
~ do much ... but no one expected anything

m 1980.
The U.S.'s best hopes for gold depend on
speed skaters Bonnie Blair and Nick
Thometz. Placing 4th in the 1 000 meters in
Sarajevo, Thometz has sine~ set a world
record in the 500 meters at a time of 36.55
seconds.
The Olympics show the truest and purest
spirit of athletic endeavor. They are a
wonder to behold and well worth the time to
plop yourself in the easy chair and watch
them happen.

OTHER VALENTINE GIFT IDEAS:

Winter Festival
Bisons vs.
Arkansas College
Tomorrow night
Ganus Athletic Center
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- PEACH & MULBERRY POTPOURRI
-CRYSTAL HEART BOXES $4.75 and UP
- "SWEETIE PIE" TINS $1.90
- "LOVE BEARERS"
- TWIN CUPID HEADS $5.75
- HEART FRAMES
- HEART TOTES
01 DISCOUNT THIS WEKEND
/0 WITH HARDING I.D.

268-4442
pQWNTOWN
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Loven scores 20 in 64-60 loss
by Stephen Dudley
Bison staff writer

The Lady Bison basketball team fell to
University of the Ozarks 64-60 in the Ganus
Athletic Center Monday night.
According to Coach Phil Watkins, the Lady
Bisons played a solid game, and accomplished several team goals in the process. One of
those team goals was to keep Ozarks scoring machine Robin Mazur from dominating
the game. She fouled out with only 10 points.
''We had every opportunity to win the ball
game, but we shot poorly from the foul line,
and we missed at least four layups," said
Watkins. Another big factor that hurt the
Lady Bisons was Ozarks reserve guard
Tammy Ham, who was four-for-four from
the three-point line, including one in the closing minute of the game.

Watkins is patiently waiting for all three
of his senior women - Shawn Bradford,
Stephany Smith and Teri lAven - to shine
in the same game. "If these three girls ever
click on the same night, look out, but it
seems like they each take a turn shining
every game,'' he said.
Monday night, it was Teri lAven's turn, as
she led all scorers with 20 points and
grabbed a team-high 11 rebounds.
This loss brought the Lady Bisons to a 4-11
overall record, while posting a 1-8 Arkansas
Intercollegiate Conference record.
The Lady Bisons travelled to Russellville
last night to take on the Arkansas Tech
Golden Suns. They will face Arkansas College in the Ganus Athletic Center tomorrow
night.

Bednosky, Parks win at HU meet;
two school records set at KU relays

Cheryl Bednosky, left, won two events at the indoor track meet last Saturday.

.

(Photo courtesy of Public Relations Office)
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ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1988.

We Need Sales Reps or Distributors

The Great American Dream Corp.
117 Bodenheimer Street
Kernersville, North Carolina 27284
(near Winston-Salem)

919-993-3250
Please order our $12 video for
marketing information. $12 is refundable
if video is returned.

Sponsored by:
Ellen F. Terry
431-04-9561 rep.#
P.O. B. 25
Hot Springs Nat'l. Park, AR 71902

The last all-comers meet of the year was
held Saturday at the Ganus Athletic Center.
Cheryl Bednosky was a double winner in the
880 yd. run and the two-mile run. She ran the
two mile in a time of 12:40.4. Another first
place winner Saturday was Tracy Parks in
the mile run with a time of 5:47.2 followed
clsoely by Bednosky with a time of 5:47.4.
Other Harding runners that finished well

The Air Force has a spec1ol program lor 1988 BSNs. If selected,
you con enter active duty soon
alter graduation----without woit1ng
lor the results of your State Boards
To qualify, you must hove on
overall "B" overage Alter commissioning, you'll attend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. It's on excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll hove serving
your country as on Air Force nurse
ufficer. For more information, coli

SSgt. Elia
{501) 985-2225 Collect
1-800-423-USAF Toll Free

were Leigh Bassett, who finished second in
the 1000 yd. run in a time of 3: 15.8, and
Beverly Gardner, who finished second in the
two mile with a time of 12: 59.5.
For the men, Ken Edwards with a PR
finished second for Harding in the mile with
a time of 4: 36.6.
In the field event area, Jimmy Sloan,
holder of the Harding freshman record,
placed second at a height of 14' in the pole
valut event. New to the team, Walter Denson of Memphis placed second in the high
jump with a height of 6'6".
The traveling team that went to the Kansas University Relays in Lawrence, Kan. ran
two record breaking races with Eric VanMatre in the 600 yd dash, and Harold
"Peanut" Hall in the 300 yd dash. VanMatre
ran a time of 1:12.6 for the new school record
and placed third in the meet. Hall placed
fourth with his new school record of 31.50.
Due to lack of participants, the Arkansas
Intercollegiate meet scheduled for yesterday was cancelled. The next meet for the
Harding Bisons indoor track and field team
will be tomorrow at Arkansas State University. Each runner is trying to qualify for Nationals, which will be held in Kansas City,
Mo. on Feb. 26-27.

20°/o OFF
All Stuffed Animals
"with this ad"

..

Offer Expires -2/20/88

=Brehy's

ffiaQ~

DOWNTOWN

gJ,op

268-7049

ARTISTIC FLORIST & Gl FTS
1012 S. Main Street

268-4333

CWe have a Qattge seQectio11
CRoses ~ott C\JaQe11tiMsl

o~

Present this Ad for $2.00 off V2 or Dozen Roses
Expires 2-20-88

•

Now booking
Weddings
& Banquets

GEORGE DILLIN
PHOTOGRAPHY INC.
By Appointment -·Call 268·9304

1407 East Moore Avenue
Searcy, Arkansas 72143

.
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'JLS.
CJd>ses

qjvei:.
ge11di11g my

a~e ~ed.

ffielle's a 11a~e11ti.lle ~~ u\11gie gttpp.
CJ"~om two ~itt~e a11lh\a~ w~o t~i.llk s~e·s

~olle ac~ss t~e mi~es.

CVi~ a~e b~ue,

9 ~ove you!
CMLSti.lle

J\ tlo.ssede's J\ COts~.
J\..J so alr.e you.

~ea~~y ~tpl

CWe se11d t~LS CVa~ellti.lle wit~ ~o11e as
a sea~.
CBecouse w~oo we t~i.llk o6 ~ell we a~ways

;,;

<J(~Q~.

'Jo the CRotatton <J<.o1ie
'Be my CVa~entlne CJ"oJr.elleJr.l
$£ove and ffitsses
gnugg~es

vo lite men o6 gig vau.
qjou guys o1r.e t~e gJr.eotest! 9 ~olle you
aQQ!

CBeJr.ltCldette.
Vhanl2 you ve1r.y much.
CB.C.CB.

vo cphi COeQta.
qjOUJr. beauty LS Mpassed 011Qy by yOUJr.
sweet11ess. 9 Qove aQQ o6 you.

gusie.
9 Qove you! qjou made a good chowel
CRoQph
J.CO ..
qjou b1r.ighte11 my day!
~i!:O.

CBecl:ly. and t.ft111y.
qjou oAe Ike best
because you· he OUh Queens.
in gheen you ohe dhessed.
qjou bhlg~len each day With t~e thillgs that you
do.
'iJite QOIIe o~ Ike ~ohd eveJt shines in you.
~~ tltts lime o~ yeah, we want you to l.lnow.
tko! you oM opphecialed and thai OUh Qove ~you wlQQ ghow.
CWe ~ve ~Me said l~i!:. so eve~tyone con see.
that gig 'Uau AeaQQy QOIIes you on !hi!: we
aQQ agAee.
tlJoppy C\JaQentine's COay to l~e l~ee Qodies
tltat Qool:l best in Qheen.
tfhom yoUh 34 boy~iends in gig 'iJau.

<9n t~i!l Veit~ specloQ day. t~eJte i!l onQy tlthee
wo«ds t~ot 9 must soy/ ffiese wo«ds me not
4ust o«di.llaAy soyillgs because t~ey co111e ~0111
~e ~eClAt ill a 111ost specloQ way/
<J<:eQQ~. ~a me 111y bQue sl.ly in t~e do~ and
IllY stah at night - yo aQwoys ~illd t~e WOhds
to soy to mol.le 111e ~eQ so hig~!. 9 'm a! t~e
end o~ my space and now 9 must soy "9
~ove qjo" wit~ oQQ my ~eoht and 9 aQwoys
unQQ eoc~ and evehy day/ tlJoppy C\,LCJ)ay

squea~!

vo a@ you beaut~Q C~aQ J\meJr.ican
g~Qs:

CWhen the sun shines
J\11d the Willd bQows.
CWhell we see you
<0uJr. Qove g1r.ows.
<tJ'~om you l211ow who

£hiC

'iJo C~i gig111o ..)Qp~a Queens
g~~Qy. <J<:o111y. and CohoQine
CWi!:~ing the t~ee gheates! queeM a veAy happy C\JoQentine's COay. ffie ~ee ~ you fudtes
have s~own t~e !hue meaning o~ t~e wohds
dedtco!ion and seJtVlce. qjou have seJtVed C~i
Sigs as a wiloQe and eock o~ us above and
beyond OUh e~pec!otions.
"<Jo you we pQedge ouh QoyaQty. we'QQ be
~eveJt !hue and as we ghow in unl!y we phoy
OUh ~ohd s~ines !lthougk. 2te~tnoQ bonds we
seel.l to mol.le. ~eaA!s o~ sinceJtity OUh
bAo~e~tltood we bid you !al:le t~oug~out eteJtni!y."
ffie !~ee ~ you me thuQy wanted and neededll
~ave qjo C\Je~ty vUuch:
CJ"odd J. QQoveJt

~ou

vo CRebecca uUc<J<.innon.
CRoses olr.e Jr.ed
cpwkees a1r.e gMell:
...My 6ace LS ~'"'~
qjoulr.S lS a sclr.eom!
CoQe
<J<.appa COclta <J<.appa.
<0n tlte speciaQ day o6 gt. CVaQentine.
9. as youJr. CBeau, am gQod ~ou aJr.e mlfle.
gome may send 6QoweJr.S ill vases g. jolr.S.
CBut youJr. boJ< wtQQ be biQQed with vU1r..
uUo1r.ty beau bolr.S.
9 QOiie aQQ o6 you.

<0ege.
9 wa11t to e~p~ess my QOiie and app!teciatloll to each one o6 you. VhlS
yea~ has been g~eot. a11d ya ·QQ ~ave
made it that way. CWtQQ you be my
CVaQenti.lle?!
qja 'QQ aJr.e the. best! ·
$£ove ya.
'Jhe CBQo11de CBeau

uU~ty

<Jo tKevi.ll <0 .• CMLS CW.. Jo~n CB .•
and John CW.
9 Can't CBMothel
ffiapp~ CV-day you guys!

<tfo som~ne w~o lS llelly speciaQ to me:
ffiappy CVaQentine's COny $£tQM
$£ove.
gcott

6ts~ bow~.

<tfo my gig <tfau Quys
qjou guys aQQ mea11 go muc~ to mel
CBei.llg a queen 6oJr. you the post two yeaJr.S
has bee11 the highQight o6 my Q~e. 9'QQ
Qove you J\Qwaysf
$£ove.
Queell $£tso
(CO~ogo11Q

CWendy
CUse youlr. heont not youJr. eyes,
J\CR£ beout~Q.

$£ovey COovey.
COonnea - mol tes Qe vies
Qummy CO.

<Jo u\.ffi.
CBe my CVa~e11ti.lle but stay out o6 my

uUclottie ffiowto11.
ffiaue a ffiappy CVoQenHne's COo~
- <tJ'Jr.om youlr. secJr.et b1r.othe1r.

go the wonde~~6uQ Qodies o6 <J<.appa
COclta <J<.appa.
J\QQ o6 you aile so llelly specioQ to -me.
9 am litdeed hononed and thonk~Q to
you 6o1r. you~ blr.iendshtp and Qove.
9t 's a plr.illiQege to seJr.lle you as yOUJr. beau!
ffiappy CVoQentlne's COny!
$£ove.
CBeau cphiQQtp

ffiappy CVaQentine's COny uUomma
and CMtsty!
CWitiQe 9'm helle at schooQ. and you'Jr.e
bolr. away.
9 think about you etJeJr.y day.
9 Qove you both With aQQ my heo1r.t.
cAnd tltonl2 Qod ~olr. my Q~ ot Which
you'Jr.e a paJr.t.
9 Qove you!

vo uUa~k 811r.0d.
ffiappy CVaQentine's COayl
<tJ'Jr.om tlte u\Qf;en
12.

and you and 9 cllhlb cnosslitg the sltopes
o~ t~e ocean
and you a11d 9 Mach ot!elr. the sutt ~h
tke hillel!
and you and 9 caQQ o11e1r. uoQQeys o6
endQess seas
-b
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EN WE FILL YOUR PRESCRI
ALL YOU HAVE TO S4Y IS,
"BILL IT TO MY DAD"

NEW IN SEARCY

EDICAL CENTER PHARMACY
Located In Searcy Medical Center
Boyce H. Arnett, PD

Texas Style
Barbeque Sandwich
Eat In/Carry Out

Class of '66

268-1622

'1. 99

W /FREE DRINK

TRAIL DUST
BBQ

expires 2-26-88

3131 E. Race
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